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WEST BENGAL STATE UNIVERSITY

B.A. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2018

PHIACOR02T-PHILOSOPHY (CC2)

WESTERN LOGIC-I

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 50

Thefigures in the margin indicate full marks. etM ~ ~ ~~ ~ f.iM <tSr:?f I
Candidates should answer in their own words ~ f.tc;sm ~ <!o/I ~ >I,wifJ)f/?/ '$ff;lfJ

and adhere to the word limit as practicable. m~,
All symbols are of usual significance.

1. Answer any five questions from the following:
~Ql-~~~m~~

2x5 = 10

(a) Translate the following sentence into Boolean notation and then express it in
terms of Venn diagram:

Women and only women are tolerant.
~ <q1<pJfGC<p~falf~ ~~ (\5~fik~~~~ ~~~

~ ~<q~ C<p<qa<j)OjI~~ >1~"'I.ttM I

(b) What is the negation of a tautology? Why?
~~ ~~~ ~~<!t<pJ ~ '<3 c<R?

(c) Distinguish between a truth functional compound statement and a non-truth
functional compound statement.
">1\5J1C9f'iI'CiftM <!t<pJ'<3 ~9f'iI' CiftM ~ ~~ 9ft~ ~ I

(d) Give logical equivalence of the proposition A ~ B in terms of '.' and '-'
'A~B'~~~~~~~'·''<3'-'~1

(e) What is existential fallacy?
>11~<p\!)1~~<qCQ'f?

(t) What is counter example? Give example.
<qf~ ~ ~ <qCQ'f? ~'1 't('<3 I

(g) What is Conditional Proof? Explain with example.
~~'f~~<qCQ'f~~~~1

(h) Give one distinction between Rules ofInference and Rules of Replacement.
IOI~IC~~ ~ '<3 ~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~'<31

(i) If - P ~ q = F , then determine the truth value of p == q.

<Wf - P =:J q = F ~~ P == q-~~ >1\!)J~ii4J~~'f~1
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2. Answer any two questions from the following:

~~-~~~m"fl'8~
5x2 = 10

(a) What is a "Null class"? What is its importance in the Boolean interpretation of a
categorical proposition?

~~ G!t'lt ~ ?f.Efc9f>ffi~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ?

(b) Determine whether the following statement forms are tautology, self-
contradictory or contingent by means of truth table:

"

5

2.5+2.5

(i) p :::)[p ::) (q . - q)]

(ii) [(p·q)v(- p._q)]=(p=q)

~~ ~ ~ "1bOif<lSRl~~ ~~~, ~~~ ~ 151t~~ -Rcfu ~~
(i) p ::) [p ::) (q . - q)]

(ii) [(p. q) v (- p- - q)] == (p == q)

(c) What are the differences between exclusive disjunction and inclusive disjunction? 5

m~~~~~~~ '~'<f"11'-~ 9ft~ ()f~'<3I

(d) Use the method of Indirect Proof to verify that the following statement is a 5
tautology.

A == [A v (A· B)]

~$It'1~~$It'1~~~~~~~1

A == [A v (A . B)]

Answer any two questions from the following 15x2 = 30

~~-~~~m'ft'<3
3. (a) Test the validity of the following arguments by Venn diagram. 5+5

c;\S~IbCl!t'S1~~~~~~~1

(i) No snakes fly.
Some snakes lay eggs.
So some creatures that lay eggs do not fly.
~~~'<3~1U1

~~~9f~~1

~~~~~~~~,~'<3~1U1

(ii) Where there is smoke there is fire, so there is no fire in the basement,
because there is no smoke there.

~ ~~~~, ~~C;<P1C~-UfG~~~~'1 ~~ ~~I

(b) Test the validity of the following argument by truth table method:

~~~~~~~~~~

A::) (B v C)

-Bv-C
:. C:::) A

5
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4. (a) Why is truth tree method called a decision procedure? 3

~~~~-R~~~~?
(b) Use truth tree method to determine whether the following propositions are 3+3

consistent:

(i) We shall swim even ifit rains, we shall swim.

(ii) A ~ (B&C), (BvC) ~ D

~~~~'it~~~~~\~~cfmt~~~
(i) ~~~~~~,~~~I

(ii) A ~ (B&C), (Bv C) ~ D

(c) Determine whether the following statements are tautologous or not by using truth 3+3
tree method:
(i) A ~ [(A ~ B) ~ B]

(ii) P ~ [P ~ (Q& -Q)]

~~~~~~~~~~~mtcx~l8~
(i) A ~ [(A ~ B) ~ B]

(ii) P ~ [P ~ (Q& -Q)]

5. Construct formal proof of validity of any three from the following arguments: 5x3 = 15
(Do not use c.P. or I.P.)

~ QT-~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~'t ~ (C.P. <n J.P. ~ ~ ~
"l1)
(i) F:::J WI:. (F ·S) ~ W

(ii) (A v B) ~ (C· D)

- C I:.-B

(iii) (R v S) :::J (T .U)

- R :::J (V ~ - V)

-T 1:.- V

(iv) Socrates is a philosopher. Therefore, today is Monday or today is not
Monday.

>tCJlOffl>tt.!l~~ I ~\ ~ ~\5I~~ ~~ I

6. (a) Explain the method of Indirect Proof as a method of proving argument. 3

~~'t~9f~~'t~~~1

(b) Use the method of Conditional Proof to prove the validity of the following 4
argument:

A :::J (B :::J C)

B :::J (C :::J D) 1:. A :::J (B ~ D)

~~'t~~~~C<i~~'t~~

A :::J (B :::J C)

B :::J (C :::J D) 1:. A :::J (B :::J D)
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(c) Use the method of Indirect Proof to prove the validity ofthe following argument: 4

(~X·Y)~Z

(Y~Z)~U

~X / :.U

~.$l1'1 ~ ~ ~~C<f~ .$l1'1~~

(~X·Y)::)Z

(Y~Z)~U

~X / :.U

(d) Prove the invalidity of anyone of the following arguments by the method of 4
assigning truth values.

)j~J~'1J~9f ~ ~ f.lt~I'& t<l-~ 1I1~ ~ ~~ ~'1 ~~

(i) If Mita is intelligent and studies hard, then she will get good grades and pass
her courses. If Mita studies hard and lacks intelligence, then her efforts will
be appreciated and if her efforts are appreciated then she will pass her
courses. If Mita is intelligent, then she studies hard. Therefore, Mita will
pass her Courses.

~ ~ 1~~~~ IQ~\ ~~ ~O{f ~ ~ (Jf~~ 9ftC<fIQ~ )j)j"lllt~ ~~

~I ~ ~ ~~ ~O{f ~ ~ ~ O{f~ ~ ~ 1f\bC':/~~ (Jf
)j"llIf.l~ ~ IQ~ ~ 1f\bt':/~ ~ ~ (Jf )j"lllf.l~ ~ ~ (Jf )j)j"llIC~~4' ~ I ~

~~~~~~(Jfft~O{f~I~\~>j>j"lllt~~~~1

(ii) S ::) (T ~ U)

V ::) (W~ Q)

T~(V ·W)

~ (T· X) /:. S == U.

--x--
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